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STUDIO VISIT: ARTIST REFIK ANADOL

WHERE TECHNOLOGY, DATA, LIGHT AND SPACE DEVELOP AN INTERACTIVE 
EVOLUTION OF CINEMA
Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick 16 August 2019

Refik Anadol is in the future—not from the future or thinking about it, but working within a space 

that many have yet to approach. The Turkey-born, LA-based artist creates immersive works that 

use light to explore architecture. He employs developing technologies and complex algorithms to 

create what he feels are an interactive evolution of film. Take “WDCH Dreams,” a 2018 work that 

uses the exterior of Downtown LA’s Frank Gehry-designed Walt Disney Concert Hall as a canvas 

for projecting the building’s “dreams” onto. These are colorful visuals created by Anadol and his 

team through machine learning algorithms that make use of the LA Phil’s 45-terabyte archive. 

Works like this speak to the Anadol’s approach and interests, these giant projects that employ 

technology to do the seemingly impossible.

by Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick

As Anadol and team prepare for the opening of Machine Hallucination, a new mixed-reality piece

at New York’s Artechouse (opening 6 September), we visit the artist’s studio to learn about his

approach and the obstacles that pop up when working with tech that very few in the world have

access to.
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by Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick

Tell us a little about your workspace.

We’re in an early 1960s warehouse in Frogtown, next to the LA River. It was used until the late

’90s and, in the early 2000s, there was a quick push to make this a lively new environment. That

didn’t work. So, we took over almost seven months ago and renovated because, as a studio,

we’re using complex hardwares, softwares, always looking for experiential negative space where

we can explore light as a material. It’s a perfect place.



by Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick

How did you get to this point?

I started using light as a material almost 10 years ago. I’ve been using architecture as a canvas,

light as a material, data as a material, but having a studio has been a dream. Being alone is

limiting because you have bigger dreams than your capacity. I was heavily inspired by cinema as a

medium— which is an exciting medium because you can make a reality that people can become a

part of. It’s very existential.

WHAT WE DO IS NOT JUST FOCUSED ON ART BUT IS
SOMETHING THAT IS UNIVERSAL, FOR EVERYONE





After my studies at UCLA, things went very well. The idea of opening a studio applied to my thesis

project. Now? We are 12 people, wonderful minds collaborating every single day. Plus me and

people around the world using custom software development, complex computations, and our

collaboration with tech giants like Microsoft and Google—these all collide at this place in

Frogtown.

What we do is not just focused art but is something that is universal, for everyone. The idea is to

reach anyone of any age of any background. That’s the dream: to make something that really

changes the world, which has to be bigger, to hug everyone.

Courtesy of Refik Anadol

What can you tell us about your upcoming project, Machine Hallucination?

Three years ago, Google’s Artists and Machine Intelligence group was looking for artists who need

help to use AI. This was a very beautiful problem because we have been using data as completely

as possible. We were into algorithms, into complex computations, but using AI is not something

that you can do easily. It’s not something as simple. But, three years ago, this collaboration

allowed me and the entire team to learn how to use AI. That was a turning point. We did our first

project which was the world’s first AI installation using public data for a public space called

https://ami.withgoogle.com/


Archive Dreaming. Then we did Melting Memories, focused on remembering our most precious

moments and emotions, which is going to the Pompidou. The third one, which is the WDCH

Dreams is about architecture and if architecture can dream and learn. Can it remember? Giving

cognitive capacity to a building, basically. But Machine Hallucination is a kind of an endpoint, our

peak level. This time it’s about the cities.

The last several years, I’ve been very inspired by cities themselves and how we use them as living

entities. Memory concepts, after technology, have completely changed. Social networks and

machines (like iPhones) are our new memory recorders, they’re in the Cloud and checked by

billions of people. It’s a very interesting concept. This has never happened in humanity’s history.

What we are trying to do is ask: can we use Machine Intelligence, which is AI, to reconstruct

memories and create a story—a narrative of what has been leftover? To make this happen, we’ve

downloaded more than a 100 million images of New York. There are some records, of course, but

we’re not Google, we’re not Intel; we’re a group of artists. This is an artistic approach, with this

large dataset to “hallucinate” New York. What if we let the machine dream?

The experience uses 18 channel projections and sound to create an epic audio/visual installation

that reinvents the cinema, basically. It’s a big topic but I think we are doing it. That’s the stress

level in the studio!

http://refikanadol.com/works/archive-dreaming/
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What are your philosophies on light and space? How do you approach this in your work?

Artists like Dan Flavin, Robert Irwin and James Turrell are my heroes. But what would happen if

they had the same body of work and philosophy, but with today’s tools? They’re thinking of light

as a material but they were also a part of their technology. They were clearly thinking about light in

an environment, which is very fundamental thinking. Yet it’s not just light itself that’s inspirational:

I’m also thinking about the future of architecture. Why are walls empty? How can we bring a

cognitive capacity? What would happen if this building remembers? What if it has dream

processes?

LIGHT IS A DIVINE MATERIAL THAT IS AS EXISTENTIAL AS WATER

Light and space is doing that. Light and space connects. But data was missing in that. Light is the

best material in the world, that can project imagination into a built environment because, clearly,
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concrete, glass, and steel are biased materials because of gravity. Light? It can travel infinitely if

there is no barrier. Light is a divine material that is as existential as water. All these purposeful

reasons make it very easy for me to focus on this material.

by Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick

Your work has gotten more textural and tactile. How is texture data?

In 2009, I was researching on the topic of computational graphics. Ken Perlin, a professor at NYU,

created a fantastic algorithm called Perlin Noise. It’s a 46-line of code that has gotten an Oscar

award. The reason is interesting: with this code, you can visually create landscapes, sky, clouds

and even ocean. It’s an algorithm that can create kind-of-reality. I was fascinated with that. Again,

the cinema is one of my greatest inspirations: if this algorithm is used for that, what else can we

use for this algorithm?

The texture is coming from this algorithm. But to go deeper, we dive into the computational design

process to develop our own library, our own softwares, where we can take data from wind, from

human memory, from body motion, from a breath, from water, and apply this invisible pattern of

https://mrl.nyu.edu/~perlin/
https://mrl.nyu.edu/~perlin/doc/oscar.html


data into an invisible layer of noise algorithm. It was a very fresh approach, I think, that pioneered

something in this field. I even coined a term called “data painting,” where you really give a

pigment a life, to move in a dynamic context.

The second inspiring algorithm is fluid simulations. I was heavily inspired by water. That’s my

second favorite material in texture. We heavily research fluid algorithms where you can simulate

water.

by Kyle Raymond Fitzpatrick

What are the challenges in your work?

It’s a very multi-layer process. You have a layer of hardware and a layer of software, which is

where complications lie. We’re on the edge of complications. We’re not doing things that anyone

can do. We’re working with tech giants, standing on the shoulders of the people inventing the

future. We are using tools from the near-future for now. To solve these problems, we have to use

tools from now, materials from now, dialogues from now to invent near-future experiences. This is

a time machine problem: you go somewhere, come back and—shit—the time is too far behind.

http://refikanadol.com/works/wind-of-boston-data-paintings/



